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Welcome, and Happy Holidays!

We're so pleased you've joined us for the inaugural edition of our 'Tokyo Smoke' magazine; a celebration of the most innovative and creative trends in Cannabis. At Tokyo Smoke we pride ourselves in bringing you the best products on the market and finding the perfect recommendations for any occasion. No matter where you are in your cannabis journey, there's something magical here for you.

All are welcome and we want you to feel part of our Tokyo Smoke family. From Thanksgiving through Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, Christmas, New Year’s Day, and every day in between, there are countless reasons to celebrate. So, break out the fancy plates, nourish your inner canna-host, unwind, reconnect, and give thanks for friends and family.

As you're planning what to get that special someone, remember to check out our best of 2022 gift guide. We've been making a list (and checking it twice) of our favourite items to help you plan for loved ones this season. But wait, that's not all, we've included lots of exclusive coupons throughout this edition to make sure everyone gets something special, even if you've been a little naughty once or twice!

On behalf of myself and the entire Tokyo Smoke team, we hope you have a 'Beyond Magical' holiday season!

Best Wishes,

Andy W.
President - Tokyo Smoke
BLUE IGUANA
THC: 25-34%
CLASS: HYBRID

Blue Iguana is a hybrid cross between Double Dutch and Old Time Moonshine. With its buds resembling a large, well-fed iguana, this strain boasts a very strong THC potency. Though it emits a potent skunky earthy aroma, its terpene profile contributes to its flavours of dried fruit, spice and deep musk.

GOLIATH
THC: 25-33%
CLASS: SATIVA DOMINANT

Goliath is a sativa dominant strain of very strong THC Potency Potential. It is made by crossing Platinum, Gorilla Glue and Grateful Breath. Its aroma is peppery with hints of spicy blueberries. The flavour is a strong spicy berry overtone with touches of black pepper. Its large olive green buds are coated with milky crystal trichomes and thick orange pistils. The cannabis is milled and then filled into light-weight paper cones.

INDICA 420
THC: 20-32%
CLASS: INDICA DOMINANT

Presenting Weed Me’s strain specific 0.4g Pre-Rolls! This indica dominant strain boasts a very strong THC Potency Potential, is milled and then filled into light-weight paper cones with a paper mouth piece. Each pack contains 20 pre-rolls.

SATIVA 20% PLUS
THC: 20-32%
CLASS: SATIVA DOMINANT

Everyone’s favourite Weed Me Grind is packing a heavy punch, a 2 gram punch to be exact. This diamond-infused pre-roll is filled with the same premium sativa milled flower you know and love with a minimum THC potency of 40%.

DIAMOND DISTRICT SATIVA INFUSED
THC: 38-46%
CLASS: SATIVA DOMINANT

Presenting Weed Me’s Diamond District! Each pack contains three 0.5g pre-rolls, which are composed of a premium sativa flower infused with THCa isolate.

DIAMOND SATIVA 40% PLUS
THC: 40-45%
CLASS: SATIVA DOMINANT

Introducing Weed Me’s resin-infused pre-rolls, boasting a THC potency range of 35-45% for a consistently powerful smoke around the clock. These hand-crafted joints maintain all of the terpenes from the live plant while combining them with cured flower for the highest quality of consumption. Offering both indica and sativa strain options to suit our night owls and early morning.

WILD ISLAND LIFE
THC: 80-85%
CLASS: BLEND

Wild Island Life is a 510 Thread Standard Vape Cartridge filled with distillate of a very strong THC potency. This 1.2g cartridge boasts golden clear distillate with fruity (grapefruit), coconut and skunky aroma.

DIAMOND RESIN INFUSED
THC: 35-43%
CLASS: SATIVA DOMINANT

Presenting Weed Me’s strain specific 1g Pre-Rolls! This sativa dominant strain boasts a very strong THC Potency, is milled and then filled into light-weight paper cones with a paper mouth piece. Each pack contains three 1g pre-rolls.

SATIVA RESIN INFUSED
THC: 35-43%
CLASS: SATIVA DOMINANT

 Presenting Weed Me’s strain specific 1g Pre-Rolls! This indica dominant strain boasts a very strong THC Potency, is milled and then filled into light-weight paper cones with a paper mouth piece. Each pack contains three 1g pre-rolls.
QWEST
THE GIFT THEY REALLY WANT THIS YEAR...

Canna-Claus HAS COME TO TOWN!

He sees you when you’re smoking, he knows when you are baked.

We know how hard it is to find the right gifts for your cannabis-enthusiased loved ones, so in collaboration with Rich Navarro (@thatreal), we’ve compiled a guide of stocking stuffers and gifts that will certainly make their spirits high.

Rich has had a budding career in the cannabis industry that all started in the legacy market. This blossomed into an opportunity to create in-depth content that focuses on the science and answering the hard questions about cannabis.

Scan this QR to check out High'er Education on YouTube and socials.
Canna-Claus HAS COME TO TOWN!

Oh, the weather outside is frightful, but the weed is so delightful!

At Tokyo Smoke we’re less about the snow and more about the ‘grow’ this Christmas. With that in mind, let’s spark a little gifting inspiration and guide Santa’s sleigh (sorry Rudolph) with some of the best and most innovative products.

Everyone needs a little bit of guidance choosing what to get for that special someone and we’re here to help. In collaboration with the cannabis-clause himself, Rich Navarro, Dean of Weed at Canopy Growth, we’ve partnered up to share some of our favourite products of 2022.

Storz & Bickel Volcano
The Volcano is truly the ultimate cannabis gift for under the tree. This bag-filling vapor experience is super simple to use and comes with pre-made bags. For nearly two decades, Storz & Bickel has been one of the leaders in the vaporizer industry. With German engineering and top-quality parts, it is an amazing experience for the advanced smoker or vape enthusiast.

The High Roller Club Grilled Pineapple Gummies
The High Roller Club offers 2 premium full-spectrum hash rosin-infused gummies (20mg). Made for the cannabis connoisseur, these delicious gummy-style edibles are perfect for anyone looking for a high-end edible experience. Reminiscent of Brazilian steakhouses, the grilled pineapple flavour brings a unique, caramelized taste to the palate while the hash rosin infusion provides a clean high, without the use of solvents.

General Admission Kootenay Fruit Vape Cartridge
General Admission brings high-quality live resin vapes that give you the premium experience of pungent concentrates in an easy-to-use format. Taking all the risk, fruity bounty from The Kootenays, tape a doll into the lake of the Kootenay Fruit Live Resin Kootenay Fruit Live Resin is a mix of fruity, tropical, and juicy flavours with tart and sweet notes of our orchards in a ripe and smooth low resin.

CANN Social Tonics
California’s #1 selling micro-dosed cannabis drink has arrived in Canada! With just five all-natural ingredients and no preservatives or artificial sweeteners, CANN is an elevated beverage for any social occasion. Precisely infused with 2mg of THC and 4mg of CBD, CANN Social Tonics are designed to give you full control over your experience.

7ACRES Infused Jack Haze Pre-Roll
Jack Haze Bubble Hash Infused Pre-Rolls are made using a true-to-flower infusion of Jack Haze bubble hash to deliver a pre-roll with balanced potency and increased flavour for an elevated smoking experience. This infusion embodies Jack Haze’s unique flavor profile of sweet citrus, crisp pine and warm spice notes.

Color Cannabis Mango Haze 3.5g
Get lost in a date with Mango Haze, a balanced sativa-dominant hybrid that’s fruity and delicious. With a strong mango taste you’ve got to try to believe, with a strong mango taste that you’ve got to try to believe, Mango Haze is balanced CBD to THC ratio that is known to mellow but still awaken the mind. Try this strain for some holiday harmony.

Scan this QR to shop our Gift Guide.
Did you get assigned dessert duty for your Holiday Party?

We’ve got you covered with these easy, reworked desserts from Olli.

ICE CREAM SANDWICHES

This one is easy! Load a scoop of your favourite ice cream between two Olli Cookies. For best results, let the ice cream melt a little before building your masterpiece & freeze for another few hours before you dig in!

CAKE POPS

This surprisingly easy dessert takes just a few steps. First, crumble your favourite Olli Cake into a large bowl. Add in your favourite icing, and mix until everything is well combined. The mixture should be sticky enough to hold a firm shape. Once you’ve got the texture right, cover a large sheet with parchment paper and start rolling them into bite-sized spheres. Dip lollipop stick ends in some melted chocolate and stick them into your cake balls. Let them chill in the freezer for at least 45 minutes. Once they are nice and firm, they’re ready to be dipped in melted chocolate and decorated with your choice of toppings!

CARAMEL SAUCE

This homemade caramel sauce is so easy: you’ll never buy store-bought again. Add sugar, Olli Butter Caramels & a little heavy cream to a medium saucepan. While on low heat, melt all ingredients together and whisk continuously until desired thickness. Take the sauce off the heat and add a splash of vanilla and salt. What can you dip it in? Anything. Literally anything.

GINGERBREAD HOUSE

What’s the key to building a better gingerbread house? (Bonus decorations! Olli’s hard and soft candies are not only perfectly delicious but beautifully coloured.)
Wrap up some wonder with our Rolling Wrapping Papers. Ask your budtender.

SUNSHOWER

Sunshower is driven by innovation. We’re inspired by the idea consumers should have the ability to curate their own high so you can Savour The Trip (wherever that trip may take you).

Prepare to be blasted out of this world! Each pack of Sunshower 10:1 Delta 8 Solar Punch gummies boasts 100mg of Delta 8 and 10mg of THC with no cannabis aftertaste. With a punch blend of delicious fruit flavours and 1mg of THC and 10mg of Delta 8 per piece, we’re giving spaced out a whole new meaning.

Delta 8 is a cannabinoid found largely in hemp. When introducing new cannabinoids into your routine it is important to start low and go slow to find a dose that works for you.
TOKYO SMOKE

We have been changing the public perception of cannabis since its inception through well-designed products and immersive retail. We've come a long way, always with the core belief that intentional cannabis usage can better people's lives.

Somewhere between intuition and foresight, Tokyo Smoke was born of a belief in cannabis as an intentional tool, worthy of design. Why shouldn't our cannabis experience offer the same level of individuality, function and aesthetic that we look for in any other thing we invite into our lives? How could we illuminate the possibility of cannabis within a prohibition landscape?

We started small. We opened our first coffee shop in an alleyway in downtown Toronto.

What we lacked in square footage, we more than made up for in intentionally designing a bold and approachable retail experience. This legal, normalized cannabis space allowed people to gather for the conversations they didn’t know they needed to have. Leading by example, we showed how cannabis can be seamlessly integrated into a mindful life. Once word spread, we were soon able to open locations across the city, ultimately becoming a recognized name in cannabis before ever selling our first gram.

Tokyo Smoke is an award-winning, design focused, cannabis retailer. We believe that cannabis is good, and that your shopping experience should be nothing short of great.

Now as a nationwide retailer, we take these humble lessons with us. We continue to sweat the details, building stunning visuals and designing innovative product, experiences and education that echo our core beliefs. Cannabis can be approachable and beautiful. Cannabis can be something to be proud of, and has been kept in the shadows for too long. We've never needed to convince anyone, only hold it up to the light in a way that makes the world stop and look.

We have been changing the public perception of cannabis since its inception through well-designed products and immersive retail. We've come a long way, always with the core belief that intentional cannabis usage can better people's lives. Tokyo Smoke empowers consumers to make well-informed decisions about safe, high quality products.

We provide our community with inspiring experiences to help them explore & pursue their purpose, shaping & guiding their lives. Well-trained education specialists and staff make for memorable, enlightening experiences. Every touch point is thoughtfully designed to make cannabis culture approachable & accessible for all. We provide and facilitate the exchange of wisdom so people can make informed purchases; we emphasize connection, transparency and integrity.
Introducing House of Terpenes Canntinis - a modern take on classic mocktails, mindfully developed for a new generation of sipping. This is a new time for cannabis. This is a new time for mocktails. This is the unhibition era. So, don't smoke up, drink up.

AVAILABLE NOW!

Ginger Lime with 10mg THC
Cranberry Citrus with 10mg THC

SHAKEN NOT SMOKED.

Must be legal age. Do not mix with alcohol. ™Truss Beverage Co., used under licence. SIP RESPONSIBLY.
Citrus Fruit

**Terpene: Limonene**
Limonene gives off a citrusy, sometimes sour taste and aroma in fruits such as limes & lemons and is usually associated with uplifting effects in cannabis.

**Bud**

**Terpene: Caryophyllene**
Caryophyllene is known for its clove and spice aroma. In Cannabis, you can relate it to the black pepper taste and come with soothing body effects and relaxing. Caryophyllene is the most common terpene.

**Lavender**

**Terpene: Linalool**
Linalool has a floral, spicy, woody scent and a light floral or spicy tropical taste. It is usually associated with relaxation.

**Rosemary**

**Terpene: Pinene**
Pinene gives off a strong pine scent and may be associated with relaxing or soothing effects in cannabis.

---

**Be Sure to Try One of Everything!**

We all have individual preferences for smells and tastes, so knowing the terpene profile of a cannabis product can help you choose one that’s perfect for you! Terpenes are the drivers of your unique cannabis experience and effects may vary between individuals.

figr.com
THE REAL HOLIDAY MIRACLE:
A CANNABIS DRINK THAT ACTUALLY TASTES GOOD

BUILDABLE FEELING
Sip & session

AWARD-WINNING FLAVOUR
5 simple ingredients

FAST ONSET
Hits in 10-15 minutes
Gift quality this holiday season

This year, say happy holidays with our MediPharm Labs formulated oils. An ideal gift for the wellness enthusiast in your life, looking to enhance their everyday routine with the benefits and effects of cannabis. Choose from our lineup of high-quality, pharma-grade oils, offering different ranges of CBD, THC, and unique cannabinoids designed to target your needs.

‘Tis the season the enhance your wellness journey and give the gift of quality with MediPharm Labs.
Grab some Cookies & Pie for the holidays.

Why not pick up a 28 gram bag of Mandarin Cookies & Wedding Pie to get you through the holidays.

We're giving the gift of holiday savings!
Redeem these coupons at Tokyo Smoke.
HOW TO ROLL A HASH JOINT

1. Grind up your favourite strain; as much as you would for your usual joint!

2. Break off a small piece of your favourite hash.
   - If your hash is firm, gently wave a flame around the hash to heat it up and soften.
   - For soft hash, roll it into a skinny snake in the palm of your hand.

3. Break apart or crumble the hash into small pieces.

4. Mix your crumbled hash and ground flower together.

5. Fill your joint (or cone) as you normally would.

6. Roll, lick, seal, twist, light, enjoy!

@HIGHLYDUTCH.CA
@HIGHLYDUTCHORGANIC

PLANT IT FORWARD

AT TGOD, WE’RE COMMITTED TO THE PLANET, PLANT AND PEOPLE.

We believe that growing a better plant can lead to an improved planet for all those around us. In the summer of 2022, we decided to “Plant-It-Forward”.

For the month of December, TGOD and Tokyo Smoke are partnering with local food banks across Ontario. Visit your local Tokyo Smoke to donate.

www.tgod.ca/pages/community
@thegreenorganicdutchman
This is Doja Country.

There’s more than meets the eye out here.

O DOJA

Hang dried to preserve terpenes and aromas
Consistently high THC
Handled with care and hand finished to bring out the best in the bud

OG Deluxe  THC 24-30%
Fruity | Spicy

Red Fatso  THC 24-30%
Earthy | Pine | Rubber | Gas

Funky Zktlz  THC 23-29%
Gassy | Citrus | Sweet

This communication is intended for adults only and should not be shared with minors.

THC & CBD ranges may vary. See product packaging for accurate levels. For information on cannabis health effects, search online.

*Health Canada - cannabis health effects*
‘TIS THE SEASON FOR THE SKIN CARE TRIO

Better together. A driving principle in our initial creation of the Soothe line that continues to give us inspiration. Introducing our Nuveev Soothe SKIN CARE TRIO - a premier set of travel-sized products designed to give you the gift of healthy skin.

REPLENISHING FACIAL MOISTURIZER
An effective-ingredient powerhouse, this moisturizer combines CBD with high-quality antioxidant-rich plant extracts in a proprietary performance-driven formula. Rich in jojoba oil, hemp seed oil, argan oil, and more, this moisturizer offers intense hydration and nourishment with a lightweight texture.

GENTLE HYDRATING MIST
For an invigorating boost of freshness. This lightweight, long-lasting mist, which doubles as a toner, delivers instant moisture to the face. Designed to deliver a light cucumber scent for an uplifting spa-like experience.

RESTORATIVE FACIAL CLEANSER
Cleaning your skin shouldn’t be a chore. We swapped ‘effort’ for ‘effective’ with a facial cleanser that allows you to gently remove dead surface skin cells, dirt, makeup, and excess oil, while ingredients like aloe vera, hyaluronic acid, and chamomile soothe the skin - providing long-term hydration and moisture barrier protection.

WHY NU IS RIGHT FOR YOU

Dedicated to combining the best of natural beauty with the incredible healing powers of cannabis, we don’t just add cannabis to existing products; we formulate new ones, entirely from scratch, to achieve the best results possible for you and your skin. Our products are powered by science and inspired by beauty. Created to break down the barrier of entry to CBD wellness; allowing you to comfortably step into the world of cannabis and beauty.
This year has been a grind.
Roll into 2023 with ONGROK grinders.

When you spend $50 or more on ONGROK products

This coupon is valid until December 31, 2022, at participating Tokyo Smoke retail store locations in Ontario only. This coupon can only be used by a customer who is 19+ and should not be shared with minors. Limit of one redemption per customer. Redemption is limited to regular-priced items only and cannot be combined with any other offers or discounts. No reproductions or facsimiles of this coupon are allowed. When submitted for redemption, this coupon becomes the property of Tokyo Smoke. Minimum spend must be made in a single transaction and does not include taxes or other goods and services which are non-discountable or excluded by law. See Educator in-store for complete details. © 2022 TS Programs Ltd.

*Must be 19+ to enter. No purchase necessary. Contest open until December 31, 2022. See stores or thehighrollerclub.ca/holiday2022 for full contest rules and regulations.

SCAN TO ENTER

ENTER FOR A CHANCE TO WIN

A STORZ & BICKEL GOLD VOLCANO
(Valued at over $700)

Includes:
- 1 Twenty-four Carat Gold-Plated Hot Air Generator
- 4 Easy Valve Balloons with Mouthpieces
- 1 Easy Valve Balloon with Adapter
- Filling Chamber
- 3 Filling Chamber Clips
- Normal Screen Set
- 1 Cleaning Brush
- & More
MAKING SPIRITS BRIGHT

ACROSS
1. Lead reindeer.
4. In or from space.
9. The Tokyo Smoke intent used to label Indica flower.
11. I'm a joker, I'm a smoker, I'm a midnight _____.
12. What you become when you join the Tokyo Smoke loyalty club.
14. _____ in store or online!
15. Plants in this family are said to have an uplifting effect.
16. Solar or lunar event.
18. The Sun or Mariah Carey.
19. Tree topper.
21. This famous Canadian stoner now makes pottery.
26. Legumes perfect for roasting on an open fire.
27. They're usually worn in the fall or winter.
29. Drake's character in Degrassi.
30. Filled with holiday spirit.

DOWN
2. John McClane Christmas special.
3. You can make cider with them.
5. Frosty, for example.
6. This terpene gives cannabis a peppery flavour.
8. The number of grams in an ounce.
10. Doobies, spliffs, e.g.
13. Holiday cookie "man".
17. Montreal strain with a French name.
18. They fall from the sky when the weather gets cold.
22. Canada's NBA team.
24. Tar-like substance found in used pipes and bongs.
25. You don't want to find many of these in your flower!

Check your answers on the next page!
Warm up your winter with the tropical flavours of The High Roller Club Grilled Pineapple Gummies!

What is hash rosin?
Livehash rosin does not use any solvents in its production, making it the healthy and proper choice for edibles without worrying about ingesting any trace solvents.

To isolate the plant’s natural components, rosin extraction relies on physical forces—cold, heat, agitation and pressure—to yield a cleaner product and consumption experience.

“Fresh Frozen” live rosin is made by freezing the plant immediately after harvest, preserving the trichomes that contain the cannabinoids and terpenes. Next, the plant material is gently agitated in an ice-water bath which separates the trichomes from the rest of the plant material.

Follow The High Roller Club on Instagram!
Add Edi's Gumdrops and Peppermint White Chocolate Minis to your wish list.

Edi's large packs of soft chews and chocolates are highly snackable. Bake and get baked with our fun holiday recipes!

For more great ideas, visit myforay.com/edis.
**Get to Know Our Educators**

**Melanie S.**  
Tokyo Smoke Windsor-Denovshire  

- **On My Wishlist:** BLKMKT Lee Anne Womac  
- **Fav Sesh Song:** “Medication” by Damian Marley

**Fav Holiday Movie:** How the Grinch Stole Christmas  
**Ultimate Sesh Buddy:** Tommy Chong

---

**Talha V.**  
Tokyo Smoke 545 Queen  

- **On My Wishlist:** BLKMKT The Craft Pac Pre-rolls  
- **Fav Sesh Song:** “Warriors” by M.I.A.

**Fav Holiday Movie:** Jingle All The Way  
**Ultimate Sesh Buddy:** Scottie Barnes

**Jordan R.**  
Tokyo Smoke 1803 Queen, Tokyo Smoke Dan Mil.  

- **On My Wishlist:** Ghostdrops Z-Splitter  
- **Fav Sesh Song:** “Cosplay” Panda Bear

**Fav Holiday Movie:** Nightmare Before Christmas  
**Ultimate Sesh Buddy:** Glenn Danzig

**Abhi J.**  
Tokyo Smoke 545 Queen  

- **On My Wishlist:** Beurre Blanc, Roulé Infusé Pre-Roll  
- **Fav Sesh Song:** “The Season” by Anderson .Paak

**Fav Holiday Movie:** Bad Santa  
**Ultimate Sesh Buddy:** Erykah Badu or Zoé Kravitz

---

**Sam C.**  
Tokyo Smoke 1031 Pape  

- **On My Wishlist:** Wappa Redees+ Infused Pre-rolls  
- **Fav Sesh Song:** “Under The Moon” by 070 Shake

**Fav Holiday Movie:** Elf  
**Ultimate Sesh Buddy:** Kid Cudi

**Ellie S.**  
Tokyo Smoke Wasaga  

- **On My Wishlist:** BZAM Fresh Squeezed OG Jet Pack Infused Pre-rolls  
- **Fav Sesh Song:** “Forgot About Dre” by Dr. Dre

**Fav Holiday Movie:** Home Alone  
**Ultimate Sesh Buddy:** Dolly Parton
HOLIDAY HEROES ASSEMBLE

O’HOLY NIGHT NEEDED
At Holy Mountain, we grow legendary, high-quality weed like MAC-1 and R‘NTZ for those who love a solid sesh but are tired of getting ripped off with over-priced sh*t weed.

HOT KNIVES ROASTING ON AN OPEN FIRE
With a greasy dark outer shell and a cake-like inside, this hashish is reminiscent of the 1980s with rich and spicy notes.

THC 37-45%
CBD 0-5%
Terpenes Ceryophaeolene, Guaiol, and Pinene
Format 2 g

LIGHT UP THE HOLIDAZE
Introducing Edison JOLTS, Canada’s first 10 mg THC lozenges.
Each pack includes 10 round-shaped sativa lozenges, for a total of 100 mg THC — all in one convenient package.

THC 18-24%
Terpenes Limonene, Myrcene, and Caryophyllene
Aromas Dank, Diesel, Citrus
Format 28 g

SAVE THE SEASON FROM THE SAME-OLD

SANTA’S GONNA NEED A BIGGER BAG
GMO Cookies are notorious for their high potency and powerful aromas.
This indica strain has a massive aroma profile with a dark and moody smell right from the beginning, followed closely by intense diesel and sometimes citrus undertones.

THC 18-24%
Terpenes Limonene, Myrcene, and Caryophyllene
Aromas Dank, Diesel, Citrus
Format 28 g

BIG BAG O’ BUDS

MOVE OVER HOLIDAY PUNCH
Each piece contains 2.5 mg THC +10 mg CBD.
They’re vegan-friendly with all natural flavours too; these Wild Berries are for everyone.
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FRESH PRESSED
LIVE ROSIN
With Natural Terpenes & THC

Full Flower. 100% Natural.

Classic and contemporary cultivars with 85%+ THC
Available exclusively in 1G PAX Era Pods

NOT FOR SALE TO MINORS.
Manufactured by Final Bell Corp.
© 2022 PAX Labs, Inc. All Rights Reserved. Patents and Trademarks: pax.com/patents